228 undergo merging procedures. Therefore, they differ from 'core' and 'subsidiary' verbs. Following 229 removal of idiosyncratic responses, there were 51 unique modal verbs (15 of which were core verbs), 230 and 19 subsidiary verbs. This final selection represents 21.82% of the total number of unique words 231 originally generated.
232 The top three most frequently given verbs, per emotion label, are shown in Table 1 [Insert Table 1 here]   241 242 Analyzing by exemplar, 78.43% of all core, subsidiary and modal verbs were generated in response to 243 one emotion label only, leaving 21.57% that were generated for multiple labels. This distinction was 244 present even for the most frequently generated verbs, displayed in Table 1 . When only these exemplars 245 were considered, 15.79% represented the most frequent responses for more than one emotion label and 246 68.75% were generated by at least two participants in response to one of more other emotion labels.
247 These findings support the work of Stevenson, Mikels and James, (2007). In their study, although 248 44.54% of ANEW words obtained ratings to suggest that they could be categorised according to 279 behavioural examples of 'sadness' and 'happiness', respectively. As both of these verb-to-label 280 pairings were frequently endorsed it is unclear whether they were spontaneously delivered. Study 2 281 will explicitly address this issue. Here we use a rating task to assess the robustness of the most frequent 282 verb-to-label associations generated during study 1. 295 In study 2 we assess (a) the typicality of self-generated verbs, and (b) the stability of the verb-to-label 296 associations. We adopt a rating task, similar to Stevenson, Mikels and James, (2007), in which 297 participants rate the relationship between the six most frequently generated verbs, and each discrete, 298 emotion label. However, in our task participants were provided with meaningful sentences, which 299 invited them to engage their own script knowledge to rate the association (e.g. 'if you see someone 300 'recoil' how likely are you to think that they are feeling the following emotion?...'disgust'). Primarily, 301 we would expect ratings to indicate a closer conceptual relationship between verbs and the discrete 302 label to which they have (most frequently) been generated. However, we apply two further 303 manipulations to assess the robustness of these associations.
304 First, we varied rating direction (i.e. whether participants made a verb-to-category, or category-to-verb Gainesville: University of Florida. 
